Experienced MOS Management has been assembled to plan and execute MOS TECHNOLOGY INC. operations. A balance of business, technical and marketing skills is available within this management. They have operated successfully in the MOS field for more than two years.
MOS-6501 Microprocessor
BEATS 'EM ALL
The first of a low cost high performance microprocessor family
the mcs6501

Prove it for yourself! You Can Try It!
For $20

See us at WESCON75 Booth 1010
(if you can't make a copy of our documentation, $10.00 more gets you your very own set!)

The first of a low cost high performance microprocessor family

PRICE!
- Lowest cost starter set
- Lowest cost software
- Lowest cost I/O (M6800 Compatible)
- Lowest cost documentation
- Lowest cost processor

PERFORMANCE!
- More useful addressing capability:
  - Two real index registers
  - Two powerful indirects
- Highest performance (A-H Systems benchmarks)
- Second source appointed
- Ready (RDY) for slow memory or DMA

EASE OF USE!
- Easiest documentation to use
- Simple, easy-to-follow instructions (similar to PDP-11)
- Easiest to use design in system

COMPATIBILITY!
- Only software compatible microprocessor family
- Plug compatible with M6800

AND THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING—DON'T MISS MOS AT WESCON75!

Whether it's details, further documentation or actual parts, MOS Technology will be making it all readily available—be sure to see us!
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PROGRAMMING MANUAL
THE SPIRIT OF 76
NINETEEN EIGHTY EIGHTY ONE
Microcircuits

CMOS Communications Terminal Unit (Telecommunication Microcomputer)

Block Diagram